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1. Find the conjunction in the sentence below.

3. Read the sentences below.
Mario ate breakfast. Mario read the
newspaper.

George ran quickly, though he didn’t win
the race.
A ran

Which of the following is the best way to
combine the sentences in order to show
that Mario wanted to save time?

B quickly
C though

A Mario ate breakfast while he read the

D didn’t

newspaper.
B Mario ate breakfast because he read

the newspaper.

2. Choose the best word to replace the

C Mario ate breakfast, nor he read the

underlined word in the sentence below.

newspaper.
Sally likes her neighbors and she often
stops by to see them.

D Mario ate breakfast, but he read the

newspaper.

A or
B because
C yet

4. Which of the following is the best way to
combine the sentences below?

D Correct as is.

John bought pens at the store. John
bought pencils at the store.
A John bought pens and pencils at the

store.
B John bought pens at the store, and

John bought pencils at the store.
C John bought pens at the store, so he

bought pencils, too.
D John bought pens at the store, and he

bought pencils.
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5. What is the best way to rewrite the following
sentence?

8. Find the conjunction in the sentence below.

The doctor finished with one patient, she
called in the next one.

Max made a sandwich, but he wasn’t
hungry.

A The doctor and finished with one

A Max

patient, she called in the next one.

B made

B The doctor finished and with one

C a

patient, she called in the next one.

D but

C The doctor finished with one patient,

and she called in the next one.
D The doctor finished with one patient,

she called and in the next one.

9. Choose the best word to replace the
underlined word in the sentence below.
Peter walks to school, so his brother takes
the bus.

6. Which answer choice has the joining word
in the correct place?

A but

Hank grabbed his books, he left quickly.

B or
C nor

A Hank grabbed and his books he left

quickly.

D because

B Hank grabbed his books, he and left

quickly.
C Hank grabbed his books he left and

10. Which of the following is the best way to

quickly.
D Hank grabbed his books and left

quickly.

combine the sentences below?
Sal ran to the phone. Sal didn’t answer
it in time.
A Sal ran to the phone, Sal didn’t

7. Which of the following is the best way to
combine these two sentences?
Lakia washed the dog. Lakia washed the
cat.
A Lakia and the dog washed the cat.
B Lakia washed the dog and Lakia

answer it in time.
B Sal ran to the phone because he

didn’t answer it in time.
C Sal ran to the phone, and Sal didn’t

answer it in time.
D Sal ran to the phone, but he didn’t

answer it in time.

washed the cat.
C Lakia washed the dog nor the cat.
D Lakia washed the dog and the cat.
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11. Which is the best way to combine the

13. Which of the following is the best way to

following sentences?

combine these two sentences?

Rachel didn’t play in gym class.
Rachel’s feet hurt.

Ann liked snow. Snow made Ann feel
cold.

A Rachel didn’t play in gym class, and

A Ann liked snow while snow made

Rachel’s feet hurt.

her feel cold.

B Rachel didn’t play in gym class, so

B Ann liked snow made Ann feel cold.

her feet hurt.

C Ann liked snow, but it made her feel

C Rachel’s hurting feet didn’t play in

cold.

gym class.

D Ann liked, but snow made her feel

D Rachel didn’t play in gym class

cold.

because her feet hurt.

14. Which of the following is the best way to
12. What is the best way to rewrite the

combine these two sentences?

following sentence?
Rita got dolls for her birthday. Rita got
a football for her birthday.

Lyle brought a snack for the class a
present for his teacher.

A Rita got dolls for her birthday, a
A Lyle brought a snack and for the

football.

class a present for his teacher.

B Rita got dolls a football for her

B Lyle brought a snack for the class

birthday.

and a present for his teacher.

C Rita got dolls and a football for her

C Lyle brought and a snack for the

birthday.

class a present for his teacher.

D Rita got dolls for her birthday and

D Lyle brought a snack for the class a

Rita got a football for her birthday.

present and for his teacher.

15. Choose the best word to replace the
underlined word in the sentence below.
Leo wanted to go to the movie, so he had
too much homework.
A or
B thus
C but
D Correct as is.
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16. Read the sentences below.

18. What is the best way to rewrite the
following sentence?

Maria drank her milk. She wanted to have
strong bones.

The bird sang, the cat purred.
A The bird while sang, the cat purred.

Which of the following is the best way to
combine the sentences in order to show
that one thing caused the other?

B The bird sang, while the cat purred.
C The bird sang, the cat while purred.

A Maria drank her milk, but she

D The bird sang, the cat purred while.

wanted to have strong bones.
B Maria drank her milk, and she

wanted to have strong bones.

19. Which answer choice has the joining word

C Maria drank her milk because she

in the correct place?

wanted to have strong bones.
Lita, Rene, Sally missed their bus.

D Maria drank her milk, although she

wanted to have strong bones.

A Lita, Rene, and Sally missed their

bus.
B Lita, Rene, Sally missed their bus,

17. Which of the following is the best way to

and.

combine the sentences below?

C Lita, Rene, Sally missed and their

bus.

Jackie plays basketball. Bobby plays
basketball.

D Lita and Rene, Sally missed their

bus.
A Jackie plays basketball, but Bobby

plays basketball.
B Jackie and Bobby play basketball.

20. Which of the following is the best way to

C Jackie plays basketball, and Bobby

combine these two sentences?

plays basketball.
D Jackie plays basketball while Bobby

does.

Heather was cold. Heather put on her
jacket.
A Heather put on her jacket because

she was cold.
B Because Heather put on her jacket,

she was cold.
C Heather put on her jacket but she

was cold.
D Heather put on her jacket and was

cold.
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